
C-20 AAA
20:1 Air Assisted Airless Unit

US MADE

C.A. Technologies is proud to introduce the newest addition to the CAT pump line - the
C-20 AAA. Designed with a 20 to 1 fluid ratio for higher viscosity materials and multi-gun
operation, incorporates a totally enclosed throat seal to reduce contamination. The fluid
section and air motor are built for easy “field” repairs with fewer parts lowering
maintenance costs and equipment down time. The magnetic no stall trip mechanism
insures smooth pump stroke transition with virtually no “surge” or “wink” in spray
pattern. The standard fluid section utilizes a spring seal configuration on the lower and
self-adjusting “V” packing on the upper. An optional self-adjusting “V” packing for the
lower is available for abrasive coatings.
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Durable and Dependable Pump for Continuous
Operation
100 psi maximum inlet pressure. 2000 psi maximum
fluid pressure.
2 GPM displacement for automatic multiple gun
applications (8 guns up to 13 thousandths tip)
Separate fluid section fluid filter with multiple outlets
optional
Available with cart mount or wall mount, 5 or 55 gallon
siphon assemblies
Throat seal is completely inclosed to reduce
contamination with a sight gauge for ease of checking
lubricant levels
New “CAT Fast Clamp” makes for easy and
rapid removal for maintenance of the fluid
section from the air motor
Pumps come standard with an all stainless
steel fluid  section and can be used for most
solvent and waterborne coatings, paints,
pigmented lacquers, pre and post catalyzed
materials and primers
C-20pumps are available for single or multiple gun
outfits for use with the Bobcat, Cougar, or Bobcat
Automatic Guns.
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20:1 Fine Finish Series Pump Outfits

C-20
Wall Mount

C-20
Cart Mount

Bobcat AAA
Spray Gun

BXXX

Cougar AAA
Spray Gun

CXXX

Automatic
Bobcat AAA
Spray Gun

ABXXX

AAA 25’ Assembly
3/16” Fluid Hose

1/4” Air hose
53-402A

Bobcat Automatic
C.A.Technologies has placed many of these spray guns with different
brands and types of automatic machines with great success. With the
C-20 pump available, we can supply the equipment package for new
machines or update existing machines at a great price.

*The top row of each column will be used as the standard default if an option in that column is not selected. For multiple guns and hose packages,
please add requested quantities after the gun letter, and hose numbers.
I.E. C20-MU42-C5-2B411-2A (20:1 pump with manual take-up upper seal, U Cup lower seal, 1/2” inlet, 1/4” outlet, cart mounted 5 gallon siphon, (2)
Bobcat guns and (2) 25’ hose assemblies)** Price calculators are available at www.spraycat.com

Accessories

AAA Tip
Cleaning Needles

91-216

52-410
(STD Fluid Filter Assy)

52-420
(S.S. Fluid Filter Assy)

74-520 - 1/2” 74-530 - 3/4”
(5 Gal Siphon Hose)

74-524 - 1/2” 74-531 - 3/4”
(55 Gal Siphon Hose)

74-511 - 1/2”
Siphon Hose

Filter
Assembly


